October, 2014

This flying season has been a lot of fun. We started out with our spring air show. It was
a cool day but we had a pretty good turnout. A big thanks to all the guest pilots who
came, they made it a fun event and a great success.
There were a lot of great times over the summer flying at Empire and Thompsonville.
Going to other club shows, meeting other pilots and seeing how they do things was also
fun and interesting. This summer the club purchased a new trainer, an Apprentice S,
which helped several new pilots learn to fly.
The August Air Show was outstanding. We had the largest attendance ever. Between
pilots and spectators we had nearly two thousand people. Best of all, we raised thousands of dollars for the Wounded Warrior Project. There is a lot of hard work that goes
into putting on an air show and our members did a wonderful job.
The next event coming up is our fall club dinner. We always have a good turnout and a
great time at this get together.
I hate to see the cold weather coming. To get ready for the winter months I am ordering
a plane to fly indoors. In the cold weather they guys fly indoors at a gym in Frankfort.,
If you have something you would like to share with the members, a plane you bought or
something you are building, I am always looking for things to put in the newsletter. Just
send the info and pictures to me at chrisbobek@acegroup.cc.

This may give you a smile.
I have had an EDF Jet for some time. Actually I had one and it was miserable and
lasted only a couple flights but it was pretty so I bought another one just like it for
a wall decorator. Well, its spot on the wall got taken and all summer I had intended to take it out for one flight and be done with it.
Yesterday was that day. But, the darn thing took off the hard runway and flew
pretty well. Obviously they had improved it between plane 1 and plane 2.
Then half way through the first flight just as I looked at the Tx for some trim the
motor cut out completely. The throttle stick had quit working. I looked back at the
plane and the motor went full. I looked at the Tx again and the motor quit. David
and Christoph over at the grass flight line could not figure out what the heck I was
doing.
It took a minute to figure out what was going on but just before disaster struck I
found that when I looked at the transmitter I tilted it vertical and the motor
quit. When I looked at the plane I titled the Tx back horizontal and the motor took
off. I even found it was proportional to the degree of tilt. The stick was dead.
Talk about an odd way to fly!!!! But I was able to fly it and land half way decently. The plane had been flying tail heavy so I moved the battery forward a ¼” and
thought “what the hell” the battery alarm was not yet going off so I took off
again. Tilting the Tx for throttle management. I still smile thinking how odd if
felt. Made a couple circuits and the battery alarm started to yell at me so came
around and made a pretty darn nice landing. Hell, it was a great landing and roll
out and taxi back considering the throttle system!

I guess I have to find a spot for it again, and change out the radio system !!!!!
Pete Zimmerman

Hi to all BARC members! I have been building a Fairchild PT-19 a 1939 military trainer. I got
the idea from the October 2013 edition of Model Aviation, which promoted two free plans. One
was a small high wing indoor “Pacer”, in which I built last winter. The other plane was the PT19.
I'm getting close to finishing the PT-19 and hope to be flying it this October. The plans had a lot
of complicated parts, but the article pointed out a company that made a short kit with razor cut
parts (Top Notch Product Company). The short kit was a great help and made building this project easier. The only problem I have with the build was the fuselage rear top stringers that I
keep breaking and repairing. I have been repairing the same stringers over and over again.
Hopefully, after I cover the plane it will have more strength to be able to withstand handling.
Mark Harrison

Fred has been busy training new pilots with our Apprentice S.
Working with Hillman Evens above..

Doug’s friend, Jeff Pethke came to Thompsonville to
fly.

A little while back I decided I needed an airplane to improve my skill level. The high wing
trainers were a lot of fun, but I was watching the other club members doing things with
their planes that I knew I just could not do with a trainer. I searched the internet and
bought an almost ready to fly mid wing. The plane is called a Funtana made by
Eflite. It looked great in the picture. The price wasn't going to break my wallet and anything made by Eflite is high quality. The motor recommended by Eflite was $50 (ouch). I
looked up the specs on the internet and ordered one that had the same specs from Hobby
King for $25. I had the servoes I needed on hand and the battery was the same size that I
already had for other planes that I have.
Installing a receiver wasn't bad as I used a low cost but good quality Tactic. After a few
hours of enjoyable time putting it together I headed for the airfield. I was pretty nervous
about my first flight so it took me a while to get up the nerve just to give her a try. I made
sure it was set up on low rates and moved her out onto the runway. After taking a couple
deep breaths I poured the coals to her and pulled back the elevator. Holy crap, she’s up,
touchy as hell and flying like a rocket! Compared to the high wings I’ve flown in the past,
this plane is very challenging, With some help from Fred to get her trimmed out I relaxed
just a little. The best part of this flight is that I greased the landing and my new plane was
still in one piece. Since then I have flown the Funtana many times and have moved to
high rates on the controls. This plane is still challenging to me and will improve my skills
for some time to come.

